
SynoFin Risk Management Solutions - Now Available on Temenos Exchange 

The new generation risk management software RiskMan provides risk and performance calculation 

results on demand, regulatory compliant and certified by ISAE3000-Standard 

 

Liechtenstein, June 19th 2023 – SynoFin Risikomanagement Service AG, a leading provider of risk 

management solutions and services today announced RiskMan from now on is available on Temenos 

Exchange, the partner ecosystem of integrated fintech solutions. 

The new generation risk management software solution RiskMan, based on web/cloud-technology 

provides t-0 risk and performance calculation and reporting services with proved interfaces to Temenos 

modules and enables asset and risk managers to optimize risk, performance and P&L in any combination 

– worldwide, multilingual, performant, workflow-driven, secure, compliant and role-specific. 

Temenos Exchange brings open innovation to market faster, and at scale. The ecosystem offers pre-

integrated and approved fintech solutions that can be easily deployed on top of Temenos open platform 

for composable banking, enabling banks to accelerate the creation of new financial services, while 

reducing the costs of development. 

Martin Bailey, Director of Innovation and Ecosystems, Temenos, said: “Temenos Exchange acts as an 

accelerator for fintechs and software developers, helping them develop, validate and monetize new 

banking solutions. The integration with Temenos and joining Temenos Exchange means SynoFin can 

write once and be readily available to the thousands of banks globally that run on the platform.” 

“SynoFin is a well established risk-provider with innovative technologies and methods. As an 

experienced and proven partner of customers and platforms we look forward to join Temenos Exchange 

and to offer our solutions and services to a wider range of users” said Dr. Günter Unterleitner, Founder 

and CEO of SynoFin Risk Management Service AG.  

“SYNOFINs availability on Temenos Exchange further extends our commitment to the banking 

community and enables Temenos customers to easily reap the benefits of RiskMan. We look forward to 

leveraging the power of the Temenos platform to help us achieve our business goals.” 
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